REPORT CARD COMMENTS

GENERAL ACADEMICS
2 Achievement is excellent
4 Recent improvement noted
7 Attentive to details
10 Takes pride in his / her work
27 Shows imagination
31 Conscientious student
34 Pleased with his / her progress
43 Excellent student
45 Original and Creative
50 Creative
51 Has Flair for the subject
60 Effectively utilizes teacher's suggestions
62 Diligent student

REMEDICATION
276 Should come/or extra help
283 Needs more practice
257 Refuses additional help
286 Extra help should continue
292 Does not seek extra help
305 New concepts need practice

ABILITY
6 Organizing skills are improving
26 Demonstrates creativity
35 Expresses ideas clearly
55 Shows mastery of concepts
57 Good logical reasoning
58 Expresses ideas clearly
63 Good concept development
65 Analytical
261 Appears to find subject difficult
262 Weak in fundamentals
263 Not maintaining an honors average
294 Lacks organizational skills

ATTITUDE / COOPERATION
3 Attitude is improving
11 Student tries hard
13 Shows initiative
14 Cooperative, considerate, courteous
33 Student is very cooperative in class
38 Works well with others
41 Cooperative
42 Enthusiastic student
48 Positive attitude
49 Shows consideration to others
54 Active in group work
59 Mature approach to subject
61 Serious about learning
64 Demonstrates sensitivity to others
76 Follows directions with care
208 Attitude not conducive to learning
260 Little interest is shown
277 Does not work well with others
295 Not working up to potential

CLASS PARTICIPATION / CLASS WORK
5 A pleasure to have in class
21 Excellent class participation
22 Contributes to class discussion
23 Class participation has improved
32 Contributes positively to class
44 Good oral participation
46 Participates frequently
74 Good studio habits
75 Daily work excellent
205 Frequently inattentive
235 Participation needs improvement
244 Participation effort inconsistent

HOMWORK
16 Excellent homework
30 Homework assignments well done
212 Parents should supervise homework
214 Homework not completed on time
215 Some homework missing
233 Homework not turned in
250 Unsatisfactory homework
281 Homework incomplete
293 Homework not done

BEHAVIOR
1 Conduct is commendable
15 Conduct satisfactory
29 Excellent class conduct
47 Conduct is improving
204 Conduct needs improvement
207 Talkative during class
209 Disruptive in class
223 Excessive talking
224 Rude and disruptive during class
231 Occasionally rude and inconsiderate
267 Poor conduct / poor effort
301 Too social during class

253 Lack of attention
254 Unsatisfactory class work
255 Does not work in class
264 Does not participate in class
273 Does not participate throughout the entire class
278 Frequently does not pay attention
296 Often inattentive in class
297 Poor oral participation
PREPARATION FOR CLASS
39 Well prepared for class
40 Shows care in preparation
201 Reports to class without materials
249 Inadequate Preparation
279 Reports to class without materials
290 Comes to class unprepared

WORK EFFORT
8 Work habits commendable
9 Work habits satisfactory
12 Work habits are improving
17 Has done extra credit work
28 Does more than required
66 Finishes most assignments with care
202 Not working to capacity
203 Work habits need improvement
210 Inconsistent work
211 Needs to increase independent study
216 Fails to make up missed work
217 Does not complete assigned work
225 Does not work up to potential
232 Needs to work more consistently
256 Fails to complete work assigned
258 Not failing but could do better
259 Little effort is shown
272 Fails to make up work
280 Effort fluctuates
287 Study habits need improvement

QUALITY OF WORK
56 Works with precision
213 Quality of work needs improvement
218 Does assigned work carelessly
288 Work done quickly / carelessly
302 Written work is poor

TEST / QUIZ PERFORMANCE
19 Excellent test scores
20 Excellent quiz scores
219 Fluctuating test scores
220 fluctuating quiz scores
221 Low test grades
234 Low quiz and test grades
251 Performance declined since midterm
268 Low quiz grades
282 Inadequate test / quiz preparation
298 Poor quiz grades
307 Failed to take final exam

ATTENDANCE / TARDY
206 Frequently late to class
247 Excessive absences
285 Low grade due to absences
289 Class work affected by absence
300 Significant absences from class

PRODUCTS
245 Incomplete notebook
246 Project not completed
284 Notebook needs improvement
308 Class projects not completed on time

GENERAL
125 Mid term reports sent home
126 Parent conference requested
127 Grade transferred from previous school
128 Grade transferred from previous teacher
129 Home tutored
130 Medical excuse
265 Required paperwork incomplete
299 Rejects criticism

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
222 Does not change for Phys. Ed.

LANGUAGE ARTS
24 Good composition skills
25 Reading skills are improving
36 Show insight in written logic
52 Good listening comprehension
53 Organizes ideas well in writing
236 Needs to expand story ideas
237 Written mechanics need improvement
241 Reading Comprehension is weak
242 Has not completed outside reading
243 Needs more vocabulary study
275 More effort needed on vocabulary study

MATHEMATICS
238 Weak in math fundamentals
239 Weak in word problems
240 Math work hasty or inaccurate
306 Difficulty - Geom Proofs

SCIENCE
68 Can. apply science concepts

LAB WORK
37 Lab reports well done
67 Works well in lab
69 Strong lab performance
70 Strong lab skills
71 Applies lab results to concepts
77 Works well in lab situations
78 Lab reports well written
266 Lab reports unsatisfactory or missing
271 Lab reports unsatisfactory or missing
303 Fails to clean up

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
304 Has difficulty adapting to foreign language

ART
72 Handles all mediums well
73 Good portfolio